POWERFUL

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS

CONA INDUSTRIES
ELECTRIFYING INNOVATIONS

C

ONA Industries, the
leading supplier of
electrical products,
caters to a large
domain of the global market
and has been recognised as
the preeminent manufacturer,
exporter as well as supplier.
Constructing
a
vast
infrastructure and a reliable
client base, the company has
managed to reach the pinnacle
of success in just over 50 years.
CONA Industries, since its
inception in 1968 has been the
most trusted name in the field
of Electrical suppliers. Striving
to manufacture Highest Quality
of Electrical Products which
are Safe, Durable, Affordable,
Innovative, Convenient and
Consistent, they have made a
distinct mark in the industry.
Registering itself as the
preeminent
manufacturer,
exporter, and supplier of highly
demanded electrical products,
the brand name has over the
years become synonymous with

innovation, transcendent safety
standards, and affordable
prices; which in turn have
assisted the brand to reach the
pinnacle of its success.
With the strong support
of their workforce, which
comprises
highly
skilled
technocrats and engineers,
they are today the prominent
providers
of
uttermost
innovative,
durable
and
efficient products; catering
to major domains across the
world. An experience of about
50 years in the industry has
endowed them to gather a
copious amount of experience,
amalgamated with an in-depth
knowledge of the highly erratic
demands and requirements
of varied customers. They
acknowledge their favoured
stature among client base to
their discernment of customer
needs and owe it to their
stronghold in the market.
LEADING

ELECTRICALS
SUPPLIER
CONA Industries constantly
strives to deliver products that
are of a supreme quality and
are safe, durable, affordable,
innovative,
convenient
&
consistent;
while
keeping
in mind the convenience of
their customers. It renders
relentless emphasis on its
unparalleled quality standards,
zero quality defects under
the adept team of R&B

professionals & a 100%
safety commitment on all
their manufactured products.
Placidly, they are the proud
holders of the highest number
of ISI marks in the trade & the
first recipients of the ISO 90012000 Certification within India.
The company is adroitly
adapted to meet the arbitrary
needs & fast-changing ways of
the market through its modern
research tools & facilities.
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